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THE LADY WRITES SOLDIERS'
TENDER PARTS
You may have heard that this year, even we in Canada, the ______
country on the planet, where nothing ever happens, have been
having news. While I was in Czechia, there was the failure of the
constitutional accord, which was ______ to give the Quebeckers
everything they wanted and stop them going on about
independence. Then, interestingly enough, in Quebec the Mohawk
Indians decided THEY wanted some independence from the
Quebeckers, who didn't like that at all. They blockaded a ______
bridge into Montreal for three months (and the St. Lawrence River is
about four ______ as wide as the Vltava in Prague) and had armed
warriors with machine guns threatening everyone, even killed a
policeman.
However, this being Canada, ______ from the policeman who was
killed by mistake, there was no bloodshed, just a lot of ______ . In fact,
the Canadian soldiers were very dignified and stood their ______ while
these awful Indian women screamed and spat at them and tried to
kick them in the tender parts.
Hard to tell you of the ______ - the Indians in Canada have special
status - they pay no taxes of any kind, have free education, free health
and, if they live on the reservations, free almost everything else, ______
they do not have nice lives at all but live in the most terrible squalor
and are mostly drunk and desperate and killing themselves in large
numbers. It is very difficult for them to continue their traditional way of
life, trapping and hunting in the forests, and they don't ______ to be
very successful at integrating into modern urban life.
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